Lm386 diagram

The IC LM is a 8-pin tiny power amplifier chip, specially made for operating under relatively low
voltage parameters, yet provide considerable amplification. IC LM amplifier circuit becomes
suitable for applying in small low power audio gadgets like in FM radios, door bells, telephones
etc. The following figure shows a typical IC LM amplifier circuit having the bare minimum
number of components required to make the IC operate at its internally set level of gain From
the above discussion we have learned that the LM is versatile little audio amplifier IC which can
be applied in many different small audio related circuits quickly and with great efficiency. The
following are a few application circuits using IC LM which you an build and have a lot of fun.
The following image shows how the above explained LM may be applied for achieving a simple
yet powerful microphone amplifier circuit as shown below. This happens due to the capacitor
appropriately shorting out the IC's in-built 1. The figure above illustrates the way to shunt that
resistor by implementing C4 -R2, to allow 6 -dB of bass boost at 85 Hz. This compensates the
actual inability of the chip to produce suitable bass effect through typically used low-cost 8 ohm
speakers. The figure above shows how the LM amplifier design could be customized like a
compact amplifier for making a simple AM radio. Any sort of left over RF disturbances are
blocked from passing on to the loudspeaker through the indicated ferrite bead. You can also
see that the circuit is supplied through supplemental power supply ripple rejection stage by
configuring C5 between pin 7 and the negative line. If you have any circuit related query, you
may interact through comments, I'll be most happy to help! Your email:. Your email address will
not be published. Notify me via e-mail if anyone answers my comment. If correct can you
explain for me. It is set with gain of If you wish to increase the gain, you can add a 10uF
capacitor across those pinouts. The reverse polarity of the capacitor effectively allows the
current to go across the 1. If the capacitor positive is connected with the pin8, the bypassing
will not happen due to the capacitor charging up and blocking the current. The circuitry
associated with the input pins are mirror networks, so which pin is grounded and which is used
as the input might not be too crucial, and anyway its the differential signal voltage that actual
matters. Thanks for the quick reply and refresher on electrolytics. Delay line appears to be a
difficult circuit, may be because I have not yet investigated and not familiar with its workingâ€¦. I
have a couple of concepts with me, if possible I will try to publish them soon. I still expect to
make use of these chips, only for sound effects on another project rather than for feedback
prevention on this one, so thanks for steering me in the right direction. Thank you, glad you
liked it, you can simply replace the shown speaker with a headphone, just make sure to reduce
the volume control suitably so that the input power does not exceed the headphone specs.
Good write up on the LM One question. Can I use a transformer with the secondary connected
to inputs 2 and 3 as an input device. If so could I use an 8 Ohm primary to Ohm secondary and
get some extra gain? Thank you. I do not plan to connect pins 1 and 8 with a cap, I just wish to
get rid of common mode noise. As alternative could I use a Ohm Ohm audio transformer
connected with say 10 uF caps to 2 and 3? OK, so you intend to transfer only the differential
value to the amp and eliminate common mode noise, in that case you can try using a trafo at the
input. Thanks sir thanks very much and one more thing sir to ask you that please provide watt
subwoofer audio circuit. Hi Raghavendra, you can try the following design and add a low pass
filter at the input to make it a subwoofer amp. Hello Sir please provide the simple mic amplifier
circuit diagram and how to connect it for la audio circuit board Thank you. Hello Raghvendra,
the MIC circuit is already shown at the end of the article, you can connect the output with your
LA Hi bro, i want to increase the outpt of LM to around 5W using either Transistors or Mosfets
so do have any idea how to configure the driver stage using these???? Irshad, if you force the
IC to work above it's specified rating then the output will distort. Sir, i made the circuit with 5volt
power from usb port. Sound should be clear on loudness. You'll also like: 1. Comments Your
Comments are too Valuable! But please see that they are related to the above article, and are
not off-topic! Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Search Related Posts for
Commenting Search this website. What is the basis for knowing that pin 1 has a greater
potential than pin 8? The two overlapping circles and the arrow indicate the flow of the current,
according to me. For the time being you can tinker with the following simple idea:. Thanks for
the suggestion. Thanks for the valuable info, appreciate it very much! I like this circuit, thank
you. I was wondering what would be required to add headphones? Thank you for your reply,
that is easy enough. Would you know where to find actual schematics for a transformer input?
Can multiple num of be conected in series to get greater power? We use cookies to ensure that
we give you the best experience on our website. If you continue to use this site we will assume
that you are happy with it. Audio is one of the most entertaining, time-consuming and eventually
wallet-draining ways of learning about and falling in love with electronics. Reproducing,
recording and amplifying audio gets you up close and personal with the electrons rocketing
through your circuits. Which brings us to what is in my mind the best kickoff point in learning

about audio electronics - amplification. If you have access to an old speaker and an audio
source such as your phone or MP3 player you can easily start building low cost circuits that
have immediate results - music blasting into the airwaves. It used to be that audio amplification
depended on large numbers of discrete components or power-hungry vacuum tubes to get
decent sound from a source to a speaker. Like everywhere else, integrated circuits have made
the barrier to entry much lower, letting us use any number of op-amps designed specifically for
audio. These ICs are collectively called audio amplifier ICs, amplifier chips or chip amps.
Typically they require few external components, can be prototyped with simple circuit designs
and require less current than their discrete and tube counterparts. Which brings us to the
venerable LM by Texas Instruments. This bad boy has been with us since , and can still be
found in low power, battery driven applications all around the world. And being Let's take a
look. A good place to start is the official datasheet PDF where you can get all the technical
information you need. But I'll go over the basics here. The LM is an operational amplifier than
has been specifically designed for use in audio applications At least at some point. However it
can, like most other basic audio amplifier chips, be used as a regular op-amp as well. It has a
default gain of 20x - meaning it will multiply the voltage it receives on the input by 20 times,
passing this through to the output. The gain value can be adjusted if needed. Typically in a
simple LM circuit, the negative input will be tied to ground while the positive input will receive
the audio signal from the source. The "3" and "4" versions have slightly higher output power,
with the "4" version more so given its ability to handle more input voltage at the cost of a higher
minimum voltage requirement. For the rest of this article I'll refer to the LMN-1 , as it's the chip I
had laying around and represents the most basic of the variants. Distortion: Under ideal
conditions, 0. Despite the marketing hysteria surrounding power output for speakers and
amplifiers, you'd be surprised how loud 1W of output power can be. While you won't get deep,
booming bass, 1W of clean power is more than enough to drive small desktop computer
speakers and many mobile audio applications. And in the world of headphones where the
speakers are right next to your eardrums you're talking a couple dozen milliwatts of power
needed to crank up the volume. Here's a useful, myth-busting rule to remember:. So you hit
diminishing returns pretty quickly, and get comparatively little increase in perceived volume as
you go up the power scale. Side note: The relationship between dB, power and sound pressure
is complicated, but essentially you'd need to quadruple the amplifier power to double the sound
pressure, which equates into varying levels of loudness depending on the listener. See these
great articles to understand more:. Relationship Between Watts and dBs. Double amplifier
power does not double the volume. But the fact remains that after basic power requirements
have been met to drive a specific set of speakers at an ideal volume, factors such as frequency
response , total harmonic distortion and transparency are far more important than raw power.
Building a basic functional circuit for the LM is dead easy. The schematic is a mono amplifier,
so if you wanted to amplify a stereo signal you'd need two of these circuits one for each
channel and each speaker. The audio signal also needs its own path to GND. A uf capacitor is
placed between the bypass pin 7 and GND, in order to prevent some power supply noise from
being amplified. The power source is fed into pin 6, along with a uf decoupling capacitor in
parallel to GND to filter out low-frequency noise. Finally, the output from pin 5 is fed into the
speaker, with two more capacitors paralleled to GND: a 0. Experiment with different styles of
music and see if you can detect any clipping or noise, especially at higher volumes. Try the
circuit with and without the various filtering capacitors and see what differences you can hear.
Unplug the audio cable and remove the 10K pulldown resistor to appreciate what that bad boy is
doing for you. Turn down the volume and try add a 10uf ceramic capacitor between pin 1 and 8
to increase the gain from 20x to x. Running the circuit through a spectrum analyser for the
whole 20Hz to 20kHz audio spectrum got a total of dBc average, or 1. We'll leave the 0. If you
like the idea of experimenting with chip amps of higher power, better noise ratings and in more
demanding applications, your next steps could be:. The LM - an excellent 20W mono audio
amplifier that also relies on few external components, although some cooling will be required.
The TDA - a W mono chip that's heading into "audiophile" territory. Don't let that scare you
away. You'll need a decent heatsink, some extra external caps and resistors and a little
patience. But this baby is capable of some serious performance. Vanishingly low distortion,
high power W and loads of built in protection mechanisms. Get a fat heatsink! I'll put up new
Tales From The Chip articles on these little guys soon, and other audio related Instructables in
the near future. Question 8 months ago. Hello, thank you for this nicely and very detailed
instructions really loved it. But I have a doubt, I saw some one doing it on youtube and I did the
same and it worked great ,i. Am really confused which one to do, and what are the merits and
demerits on it. And there is noticable sound quality and volume difference in 5V,9Vand 12V why
is that?? Please someone answer me I am very new to this. Guide me please. I would like to

share something I heard, and I confirmed later. The equivalent circuit of both ICs are different.
And the sound too. Question 2 years ago on Step 1. The spec sheet for the lm says that it's
output power is mW, but you note that under "ideal conditions" we can squeeze out about mW.
My question is, what is the relationship between stated output power on the data sheet and
actual output power in a circuit? I'm learning a lot from your Instructables! Answer 2 years ago.
There are different versions of the He is using the lower power version. But you can find the N
version that will give you the power he is talking about. Question 2 years ago. Yep, another
question. If you are using a higher Watt chip amp, can lower Watt drivers be wired to it if the
input power voltage is lower? Also, if this is possible, does that mean less heat produced?
Thanks again! I only had an electret mic so it did not work with just the LM I put an LM between
the mic and the LM and it worked great. Reply 3 years ago. I have a tiny microphone taken from
a set of headphones with mike. Would that mike drive this amp? Also, how would you add
volume control to this amp. I want to use a mike, into a small amp, into headphones. I need
high, but controllable gain. So many memories. I remember building my first headphone
amplifier with a pair of them in '86 and it was the coolest project ever. I had an old pair of '70s
tan plastic headphones that my cheap walkman could never get loud enough so I took them
apart and there was enough space inside each earpiece for me to get all the parts inside except
the batteries. I ended up taping the battery pack to the headband. Ah man, thanks for the trip
down memory lane! I don't suppose you still have your chop-shop headphones? The real thing
about this chip is it has distortion that rivals a Pignose amp. Look for Cricket amp in
Instructables. There is also a bass boost circuit for 'smoother' sound from small speakers. One
more tip: piggy-back another chip by soldering pin to pin, and get double output power. Glue a
heat sink on top for luck. By abzza Follow. More by the author:. Chip Amps It used to be that
audio amplification depended on large numbers of discrete components or power-hungry
vacuum tubes to get decent sound from a source to a speaker. The pins 1, 8 - Gain Pins 1 and 8
are used to adjust the gain level from the default 20x using specific values of connected
capacitors. Here's a useful, myth-busting rule to remember: Doubling output power gains you
3dB of acoustic power. Which means the difference between 50W and W is 3dB. The difference
between W and W Still only 3dB! Pins 1 and 8 have been left open, as we're using the default
gain of 20x. The -Input and GND pins 2, 4 are connected to GND : 5. Experiment, and listen! But
when in doubt, keep the volume low and turn it up later. But to be fair I was pushing it harder
than recommended. THD: Running the circuit through a spectrum analyser for the whole 20Hz
to 20kHz audio spectrum got a total of dBc average, or 1. If you like the idea of experimenting
with chip amps of higher power, better noise ratings and in more demanding applications, your
next steps could be: The LM - an excellent 20W mono audio amplifier that also relies on few
external components, although some cooling will be required. Datasheet And of course
Datasheet I'll put up new Tales From The Chip articles on these little guys soon, and other audio
related Instructables in the near future. Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It!
Easy Zoom Quit Button by randofo in Arduino. Mars Clock by prdassonville in Clocks. Brucela 3
months ago on Step 6. Reply Upvote. Answer Upvote. OscarHace 11 months ago on Step 6.
SpsinghW 2 years ago. This lm ic circuit sound is great or not, tell me reply in comment section.
Newoldbuilder 3 years ago. Dylan91 3 years ago. No problem! The LM Instructable is almost
finished, will be up in a day or two. FOMcDuff 3 years ago. Thanks, and nice instructable!!
Chikote 3 years ago. Diehard 3 years ago. Diehard abzza Reply 3 years ago. The IC LM is a
low-power audio amplifier, and it utilizes low power supply like batteries in electrical and
electronic circuits. When this amplifier uses a 6V power supply for the operation then the static
power drain will be 24 milliwatts to make the amplifier for an ultimate operation of the battery.
This amplifier consists of 8-pins where pin-1 and pin-8 are gain control pins of the amplifier, and
this IC is most widely used IC that allows a customer to increase volume. Basically, this Audio
Amplifier includes 3-functional blocks such as Power as well as Output, Bypass, gain control.
Designing of this circuit design is so simple. After that, connect the input from any kind of audio
sources such as a mobile phone or a microphone. Here this circuit uses a mobile phone as the
audio source with the help of the 3. This connector will be having three connections like the
ground right and left audio. This LM IC is a simple amplifier and connects the right or left audio
to this amplifier using an audio source with the ground terminal. The input level in this circuit
can be controlled by connecting a potentiometer to the input. In addition, a capacitor will be
connected to the input in series to remove the DC components. For the connection of output, a
capacitor 0. This forms a Zobel network, a filter including a capacitor and resistor will be utilized
for adjusting the input impedance. The IC LM is the most important integrated circuit used in the
audio section, and it is commonly used in the following applications. Thus, this is all about IC
LM, and this article gives an overview of how to design an IC LM audio amplifier circuit, and the
making of this circuit is very simple, small size as well as less cost. So the sound from this

amplifier will be very loud. There are various kinds of amplifiers can be built with the help of IC
LM, but the main drawback of this circuit is interference as well as noise. The proposed system
can be designed with less noise. Share This Post: Facebook. Simple Mic audio amplifier can
amplify sound that is given from Microphone. This circuit can also be used in many applications
like portable music players, intercoms, radio amplifiers, TV sound systems, Ultrasonic drivers
etc. It can also be used as sound sensor for microcontrollers. It is inexpensive, low power
operated and only need few components to work. This circuit is based on LM IC to amplify
sound. LM is a low voltage audio amplifier and frequently used in battery powered music
devices like radios, guitars, toys etc. The gain range is 20 to , gain is internally set to 20 without
using external component but can be increased to by using resistor and capacitor between PIN
1 and 8, or just with a capacitor. Voltage gain simply means that Voltage out is times the Voltage
IN. LM has a wide supply voltage range v. Below is the Pin diagram of LM Pin description of LM
is given in the following sections along with the functions of external components used for
amplification. We have used 10uF capacitor C1 to get the highest gain i. Gain can be adjusted to
any value between 20 to by using proper capacitor. Pin 2 and 3: These are the input PINs for
sound signals. Pin 2 is the negative input terminal, connected to the ground. Pin 3 is the
positive input terminal, in which sound signal is fed to be amplified. In our circuit it is connected
to the positive terminal of the condenser mic with a k potentiometer RV1. Potentiometer acts as
volume control knob. A capacitor C5 of 0. The circuit can be powered with voltage between v.
Pin 5: This is the output PIN, from which we get the amplified sound signal. So to remove this
DC component, a capacitor C2 of uF has been used. This has the same function as Capacitor C5
0. Along with this capacitor, a filter circuit of Capacitor C3. Pin 7: This is the bypass terminal. It
can be left open or can be grounded using a capacitor for stability. Resistor R2 10k has been
used as a Pull up resistor to connect Condenser mic to the positive supply voltage, to provide
the power to the mic. A suitable resistor should be used for proper working of mic, you can look
up to datasheet for the value or use a variable resistor and set the proper value. This LM audio
amplifier circuit can be also used to record any sound. We just need a 3. Why from your
diagram.. I count there are 3 ceramic capacitors and 3 electrolyte capacitors..? But from what
you mentioned in the list, there are 5 capacitors used.. Is it you listed it wrong????? Please help
me!!! Nothing is wrong, we have just used two 0. If you have 0. Go with circuit diagram. What
type of potentiometer that you use? Its a normal k potentiometer variable resistor. No, you
should use Signal generator and generate square wave for simulate a clap sound in Proteus. It
is just a representation of mic in circuit diagram, which looks like a Buzzer. R1 is 10k, means 10
thousands ohms. Of course, you should follow circuit diagram. Project Image is also following
the Circuit diagram. I want to know the detail working of this circuit for my mini project. I a help
of any one immediately. What is the output current. Of your circuit from the speaker. It would be
about mA, check LM datasheet for more info. Can you make it too loud. You can use two 0. In
your circuit R1 is marked 10k, 10, ohms. As Ger said above, R1 should be 10 ohms. Check the
LM data sheet for confirmation. Can i use 47kohm potentiometer in place of k If no what are its
effects. Yes, in fact the speaker used is 8 ohm 0. Dear Sir, I would like to use the amplifier for
hearing aid. In this case the loudspeaker must be replaced by a crystal earphone, what changes
must I make in the circuit? Kind regards. LM has gain range upto only. What do i do? I have
changed my resistors to pull-up and tried everything. Pls what is wrong. Although signal
generator is generally used as replacement for Mic in proteus but there are some custom
Libraries for Mic, just search them. Do I afix a audio 3. Check this one to take input from 3. Is
there any programming for arduino in this project. Am doing a project on loadshedding time
management using programmable interface. I need help on the connection. Can you send
circuit backside image For wiring plz. Can I have the detail calcification for the design of the
circuit? Hello, I am using this circuit for an electronic stethoscope. I have inserted the
condenser mic inside the acoustic stethoscope's chest-piece. Instead of a speaker, there is a
mercedes benz maintenance manual
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n audio jack to which any earphones can be plugged in. After rigging it up and while testing
there is a constant hissing noise in the background. Adjusting the potentiometer only agravates
the noise! What should I do? If we increased the sound noise is added. How can I solve it? My
circuit completely destorts the speaker? Can you please provide the formulas to calculate your
gain in dB and also to calculate your signal distortion for this circuit? If the pot value is
maximum what is output frequency range? What is the Power rating Output??? Recommended
Posts. Making the Grade with Linux at the Intelligent Edge. Get embedded world Delivered Right
to Your Door. Securing the Next Generation of Connected Vehicles. Embedded Insiders
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